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This newly revised eighth edition of Southeast Asia in the New International Era provides readers with contemporary coverage of a
vibrant region home to more than 650 million people, vast cultural diversity, and dynamic globalized markets. Sensitive to historical
legacies and paying special attention to developments since the end of the Cold War, this book highlights the events, players, and
institutions that shape the region. Employing a country-by-country format, the analysis engages in context-specific treatment of the
region's eleven countries: Thailand, Myanmar (Burma), Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, the Philippines, Indonesia, Timor-Leste,
Malaysia, Singapore, and Brunei. Fully updated, the book’s revised content includes Rodrigo Duterte’s drug war in the
Philippines, Malaysia’s historic 2018 election ending four decades of UMNO rule, Hun Sen’s latest power grab in Cambodia, and
a consequential monarchical transition in post-coup Thailand. It also analyzes recent developments in the South China Sea
dispute, the Rohingya tragedy in Myanmar, China’s expanding Belt and Road Initiative, as well as the effects of the Trump
Administration’s tariffs and trade war. An excellent resource for students, this textbook makes sense of the region's coups,
elections, policy debates, protests, and alliances, leaving readers with a solid foundation for further study.
WHATS IN IT FOR ME? Information technology lives all around us-in how we communicate, how we do business, how we shop,
and how we learn. Smart phones, iPods, PDAs, and wireless devices dominate our lives, and yet it's all too easy for students to
take information technology for granted. Rainer and Turban's Introduction to Information Systems, 2nd edition helps make
Information Technology come alive in the classroom. This text takes students where IT lives-in today's businesses and in our daily
lives while helping students understand how valuable information technology is to their future careers. The new edition provides
concise and accessible coverage of core IT topics while connecting these topics to Accounting, Finance, Marketing, Management,
Human resources, and Operations, so students can discover how critical IT is to each functional area and every business. Also
available with this edition is WileyPLUS - a powerful online tool that provides instructors and students with an integrated suite of
teaching and learning resources in one easy-to-use website. The WileyPLUS course for Introduction to Information Systems, 2nd
edition includes animated tutorials in Microsoft Office 2007, with iPod content and podcasts of chapter summaries provided by
author Kelly Rainer.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase.
Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other
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than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. 0133828182 / 9780133828184 World Civilizations: The Global Experience, Volume 1, Plus NEW MyHistoryLab with
eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0205206549 / 9780205206544 NEW MyHistoryLab with Pearson eText -Valuepack Access Card 0205986293 / 9780205986293 World Civilizations: The Global Experience, Volume 1 -- Presents a truly
global history This global world history text emphasizes the major stages in societies' different interactions and assesses the
development of major societies. Encompassing social, cultural, political and economic history, the authors examine key
civilizations in world history. World Civilizations balances the discussion of independent developments in the world's major
civilizations with comparative analysis of the results of global contact. MyHistoryLab is an integral part of the
Stearns/Adas/Schwartz/Gilbert program. An integrated etext and and engaging resources bring history to life for students.
The Public Policy Process is essential reading for anyone trying to understand the process by which public policy is made.
Explaining clearly the importance of the relationship between theoretical and practical aspects of policy-making, the book gives a
thorough overview of the people and organisations involved in the process. Fully revised and updated for a sixth edition, The
Public Policy Process provides
The humanities are alive. We see the great pyramids in contemporary design, we hear Bach in hip-hop and pop music, and we
feel ancient religious themes and philoso- phies in our impassioned contemporary dialogues. Experience Humanities invites
students to take note of the continual evolution of ideas and cross-cultural influences to better understand the cultural heritage of
the West, and to think critically about what their legacy will be for future generations. Together with Connect® Humanities, a
groundbreaking digital learning solution, students not only experience their cultural heritage, but develop crucial critical reading,
thinking, and writing skills that will prepare them to succeed in their humanities course and beyond.
Landmarks in Humanities is a single-volume survey of global culture designed to help students of humanities, cultural history, and
history of the arts to understand and appreciate the relevance of historical works and ideas to their own daily lives. In chronological
sequence, Landmarks guides students on a journey of the most notable monuments of the human imagination and the most
prominent ideas and issues that have shaped the course and character of the world’s cultures from prehistory to the present. The
landmarks that mark this journey are the great works of their place and time and, in some cases, of all time. Enhanced by McGrawHill Education’s SmartBook, Gloria Fiero delivers a learning experience tailored to the needs of each institution, instructor, and
student. With the ability to incorporate new extended readings, streaming music, and artwork, Landmarks in Humanities renews
the understanding of the relationship between world cultures and humankind’s creative legacy.
Practical Business Statistics, Seventh Edition, provides a conceptual, realistic, and matter-of-fact approach to managerial statistics
that carefully maintains, but does not overemphasize mathematical correctness. The book provides deep understanding of how to
learn from data and how to deal with uncertainty while promoting the use of practical computer applications. This valuable,
accessible approach teaches present and future managers how to use and understand statistics without an overdose of technical
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detail, enabling them to better understand the concepts at hand and to interpret results. The text uses excellent examples with real
world data relating to business sector functional areas such as finance, accounting, and marketing. Written in an engaging style,
this timely revision is class-tested and designed to help students gain a solid understanding of fundamental statistical principles
without bogging them down with excess mathematical details. Provides users with a conceptual, realistic, and matter-of-fact
approach to managerial statistics Offers an accessible approach to teach present and future managers how to use and understand
statistics without an overdose of technical detail, enabling them to better understand concepts and to interpret results Features
updated examples and graphics (200+ figures) to illustrate important applied uses and current business trends Includes robust
ancillary instructional materials such as an instructor’s manual, lecture slides, and data files to save you time when preparing for
class

A comprehensive book on project management, covering all principles and methods with fully worked examples, this
book includes both hard and soft skills for the engineering, manufacturing and construction industries. Ideal for
engineering project managers considering obtaining a Project Management Professional (PMP) qualification, this book
covers in theory and practice, the complete body of knowledge for both the Project Management Institute (PMI) and the
Association of Project Management (APM). Fully aligned with the latest 2005 updates to the exam syllabi, complete with
online sample Q&A, and updated to include the latest revision of BS 6079 (British Standards Institute Guide to Project
Management in the Construction Industry), this book is a complete and valuable reference for anyone serious about
project management. â€¢The complete body of knowledge for project management professionals in the engineering,
manufacturing and construction sectors â€¢Covers all hard and soft topics in both theory and practice for the newly
revised PMP and APMP qualification exams, along with the latest revision of BS 6079 standard on project management
in the construction industry â€¢Written by a qualified PMP exam accreditor and accompanied by online Q&A resources
for self-testing
Clinical reference designed to aid in the care of children with rheumatic diseases. Offers guidelines for interpreting the
signs, symptoms and laboratory abnormalities that accompany these disorders. Includes numerous halftone illustrations
and tables, radiographs, and other figures.
CULTURE AND VALUES: A SURVEY OF THE WESTERN HUMANITIES takes you on a fascinating tour of some of the
world's most significant examples of art, music, philosophy, and literature, from the beginnings of civilization to today.
New features in the eighth edition are designed to make it easy for you to understand the influence of historical events
and values on the works produced by each culture--guided discussions of all of the readings, chapter previews, timelines,
Compare and Contrast sections, Big Picture reviews at the end of each chapter, and high-quality images with clear
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captions. Volume 2 covers the High Renaissance to the 21st Century. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Handbook of the Biology of Aging, Eighth Edition, provides readers with an update on the rapid progress in the research
of aging. It is a comprehensive synthesis and review of the latest and most important advances and themes in modern
biogerontology, and focuses on the trend of ‘big data’ approaches in the biological sciences, presenting new strategies
to analyze, interpret, and understand the enormous amounts of information being generated through DNA sequencing,
transcriptomic, proteomic, and the metabolomics methodologies applied to aging related problems. The book includes
discussions on longevity pathways and interventions that modulate aging, innovative new tools that facilitate systemslevel approaches to aging research, the mTOR pathway and its importance in age-related phenotypes, new strategies to
pharmacologically modulate the mTOR pathway to delay aging, the importance of sirtuins and the hypoxic response in
aging, and how various pathways interact within the context of aging as a complex genetic trait, amongst others. Covers
the key areas in biological gerontology research in one volume, with an 80% update from the previous edition Edited by
Matt Kaeberlein and George Martin, highly respected voices and researchers within the biology of aging discipline
Assists basic researchers in keeping abreast of research and clinical findings outside their subdiscipline Presents
information that will help medical, behavioral, and social gerontologists in understanding what basic scientists and
clinicians are discovering New chapters on genetics, evolutionary biology, bone aging, and epigenetic control Provides a
close examination of the diverse research being conducted today in the study of the biology of aging, detailing recent
breakthroughs and potential new directions
Diskette contains: (1) NCLEX-style review questions plus (2) a data base of the 200 most commonly used drugs, from
which students can generate their own drug card. Information on the diskette comes from Saunders nursing drug
handbook.
Known for both its narrative style and scientific rigor, Principles of Behavior is the premier introduction to behavior
analysis. Through an exploration of experimental, applied, and theoretical concepts, the authors summarize the key
conversations in the field. They bring the content to life using humorous and engaging language and show students how
the principles of behavior relate to their everyday lives. The text’s tried-and-true pedagogy make the content as clear as
possible without oversimplifying the concepts. Each chapter includes study objectives, key terms, and review questions
that encourage students to check their understanding before moving on, and incorporated throughout the text are realworld examples and case studies to illustrate key concepts and principles. This edition features some significant
organizational changes: the respondent conditioning chapter is now Chapter 1, a general introduction to operant
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conditioning is now covered in Chapters 2 and 3, and the introduction to research methods is now covered in Chapter 4.
These changes were made to help instructors prepare students for starting a research project at the beginning of the
course. Two new chapters include Chapter 5 on the philosophy supporting behavior analysis, and Chapter 24 on verbal
behavior that introduces B.F. Skinner’s approach and terminology. This edition also features a new full-color design and
over 400 color figures, tables, and graphs. Principles of Behavior is an essential resource for both introductory and
intermediate courses in behavior analysis. It is carefully tailored to the length of a standard academic semester and how
behavior analysis courses are taught, with each section corresponding to a week’s worth of coursework. The text can
also function as the first step in a student’s journey into becoming a professional behavior analyst at the BA, MA, or
PhD/EdD level. Each chapter of the text is integrated with the Behavior Analyst Certification Board (BACB) task list,
serving as an excellent primer to many of the BACB tasks.
“After teaching a course to college students pursuing trade careers, George Searles realized his students needed a book
that focused on practical applications, rather than theory—and that explored workplace communication in a user-friendly
tone. Workplace Communications: The Basics takes a down-to-earth approach to writing and communicating on the job,
teaching the essentials in an accessible style appropriate for any student or course. The clear, concise nature of the book
meets the needs of not only its originally intended audience, but the needs of students taking technical communication at
a wide range of institutions for any major as well. The Seventh Edition retains and enhances the text’s pedagogical aids,
rich examples, and practical exercises, preparing students to communicate successfully in any workplace
environment.”--Publisher’s description.
Praised for its authoritative coverage, Global Political Economy places the study of international political economy (IPE) in its broadest
theoretical contextnow updated to cover the continuing global economic crisis and regional relationships and impacts. This text not only helps
students understand the fundamentals of how the global economy works but also encourages them to use theory to more fully grasp the
connections between key issue areas like trade and development. Written by a leading IPE scholar, this text equally emphasizes theory and
practice to provide a framework for analyzing current events and long-term developments in the global economy. New to the Seventh Edition
Focuses on the ongoing global economic crisis and the continuing European sovereign debt crisis, along with other regional economic issues,
including their implications for relationships in the global economy. Offers fuller and updated discussions of critical perspectives like feminism
and environmentalism, and includes new material differentiating among the terms neomercantilism, realism, mercantilism, and economic
nationalism. Updated, author-written Test Bank is provided to professors as an e-Resource on the book’s Webpage.
The humanities are alive. We see the great pyramids in contemporary design; we hear Bach in hip-hop and pop music; and we feel ancient
religious themes and philosophies in our impassioned contemporary dialogues. Experience Humanities invites students to take note of the
continual evolution of ideas and cross-cultural influences, to better understand their cultural heritage and to think critically about what their
legacy will be for future generations. Together with ConnectTM Humanities, students not only experience their cultural heritage, but develop
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crucial critical thinking, reading, and writing skills, preparing them to succeed in their humanities course and beyond.
Explore the relationship between music and society around the world This comprehensive introductory text creates a panoramic experience
for beginner students by exposing them to the many musical cultures around the globe. Each chapter opens with a musical encounter in
which the author introduces a key musical culture. Through these experiences, students are introduced to key musical styles, musical
instruments, and performance practices. Students are taught how to actively listen to key musical examples through detailed listening guides.
The role of music in society is emphasized through chapters that focus on key world cultural groups.
Table of Integrals, Series, and Products provides information pertinent to the fundamental aspects of integrals, series, and products. This
book provides a comprehensive table of integrals. Organized into 17 chapters, this book begins with an overview of elementary functions and
discusses the power of binomials, the exponential function, the logarithm, the hyperbolic function, and the inverse trigonometric function. This
text then presents some basic results on vector operators and coordinate systems that are likely to be useful during the formulation of many
problems. Other chapters consider inequalities that range from basic algebraic and functional inequalities to integral inequalities and
fundamental oscillation and comparison theorems for ordinary differential equations. This book discusses as well the important part played by
integral transforms. The final chapter deals with Fourier and Laplace transforms that provides so much information about other integrals. This
book is a valuable resource for mathematicians, engineers, scientists, and research workers.
In systems analysis, programming, development, or operations, improving productivity and service - doing more with less - is the major
challenge. Regardless of your management level, the Handbook gives you the advice and support you need to survive and prosper in the
competitive environment. It is the only comprehensive and timely source of technical and managerial guidance, providing expert information
on the latest IT management techniques from top IS experts. This edition explains state-of-the-art technologies, innovative management
strategies, and practical step-by-step solutions for surviving and thriving in today's demanding business environment. The IS Management
Handbook outlines how to effectively manage, adapt and integrate new technology wisely, providing guidance from 70 leading IS
management experts in every important area. This reference enables its readers to ensure quality, contain costs, improve end-user support,
speed up systems development time, and solve rapidly changing business problems with today's IS technology.
Provides guidelines and examples for handling research, outlining, spelling, punctuation, formatting, and documentation.
A comprehensive textbook for candidates for postgraduate psychiatry exams, covering both basic sciences and the practice of psychiatry.
"The Humanities through the Arts, tenth edition, explores the humanities with an emphasis on the arts. Examining the relationship of the
humanities to values, objects, and events important to people is central to this book. We make a distinction between artists and other
humanists: Artists reveal values, while other humanists examine or reflect on values. We study how values are revealed in the arts while
keeping in mind a basic question: "What is art?" Judging by the existence of ancient artifacts, we see that artistic expression is one of the
most fundamental human activities. It binds us together as a people by revealing the most important values of our culture"-CULTURE AND VALUES: A SURVEY OF THE WESTERN HUMANITIES takes you on a fascinating tour of some of the world's most
significant examples of art, music, philosophy, and literature, from the beginnings of civilization to today. New features in the eighth edition
are designed to make it easy for you to understand the influence of historical events and values on the works produced by each
culture--guided discussions of all of the readings, chapter previews, timelines, Compare and Contrast sections, Big Picture reviews at the end
of each chapter, and high-quality images with clear captions. Volume 1 covers early civilizations through the High Renaissance. Important
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Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
When it comes to writing a text for non-music majors, Kamien knows the score. With the care you would expect from the concert pianist he is,
Kamien introduces the musical elements and repertoire thoroughly and clearly, without assumptions of prior knowledge but also without
condescension. As a teacher at Queens (NY) College, Kamien developed the concept of the Listening Outline, which he incorporated into the
first edition of this book and which he has refined and enhanced in every subsequent edition. This is a text with which students of all levels
and backgrounds can feel comfortable.
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological history of the United States and also provides the
necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the scope and
sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and major developments that together form the American
experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race, class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S.
history, considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy)
and bottom up (eyewitness accounts, lived experience).
Selling Rights has firmly established itself as the leading guide to all aspects of rights sales and co-publications throughout the world. The
seventh edition is substantially updated to illustrate the changes in rights in relation to new technologies and legal developments in the United
Kingdom and the rest of the world. This fully revised and updated edition includes: coverage of the full range of potential rights from Englishlanguage territorial rights through to serial rights, permissions, rights for the reading-impaired, translation rights, dramatization and
documentary rights, electronic and multimedia rights More detailed coverage of Creative Commons and Open Access The aftermath of the
Digital Economy Act 2010, the Hooper Report and new UK Statutory Instruments affecting copyright Updated coverage of book fairs The
implications of adding e-book rights to print licences A separate chapter on collective licensing via Reproduction Rights Organizations The
impact of new electronic hardware (e-readers, tablets, mobile phones) – the distinction between sales and licences the rights implications of
acquisitions, mergers and disposals updates on serial rights, including online New appendices listing territories normally sought as exclusive
by UK publishers and a glossary of rights specific terms. Selling Rights is an essential reference tool and an accessible and illuminating guide
to current and future issues for rights professionals and students of publishing.
This chronologically organized introduction to the Western humanities (art, music, history, literature, and drama) establishes the historical
context of each era before the arts are discussed. Hundreds of illustrations appear throughout the text, "Personal Perspectives" boxes bring
to life the events of the day, and brief sections at the end of each chapter describe the cultural legacy of the era discussed. Volume II ofThe
Western Humanitiescovers the period from the Renaissance through the present.
The only product with yield information for more than 1,000 raw food ingredients, The Book of Yields, Eighth Edition is the chef's best
resource for planning, costing, and preparing food more quickly and accurately. Now revised and updated in a new edition, this reference
features expanded coverage while continuing the unmatched compilation of measurements, including weight-to-volume equivalents, trim
yields, and cooking yields. With helpful worksheets; a clear organisation by food type; and a convenient, durable comb binding, The Book of
Yields, Eighth Edition is a must-have culinary resource.

Lawrie’s Meat Science, Eighth Edition, provides a timely and thorough update to this key reference work, documenting significant
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advances in the meat industry, including storage and preservation of meat, the eating quality of meat, and meat safety. The book
examines the growth and development of meat animals, from the conversion of muscle to meat and eventual point of
consumption. This updated volume has been expanded to include chapters examining such areas as packaging and storage, meat
tenderness, and meat safety. Furthermore, central issues such as the effects of meat on health and the nutritional value of meat
are analyzed. Broadly split into four sections, the book opens with the fundamentals behind the growth of meat animals. The
second section covers the storage and spoilage of meat products, with the third section exploring the eating quality of meat, from
flavor to color. The final section reviews meat safety, authenticity, and the effect of meat on health. Encompasses the recognized
gold- standard reference for the meat industry Brings together leading experts in each area, providing a complete overview of the
meat sciences Includes all the latest advances, bringing this new edition completely up-to-date, including developments in meat
quality, safety, and storage
Master the nurse’s role in therapeutic nutrition and in teaching dietary health! Nutritional Foundations and Clinical Applications: A
Nursing Approach, 8th Edition describes nutritional healing and wellness from the nurse’s perspective. It covers dietary guidelines
with a humanistic, personal touch, using first-hand accounts to show how nutrition principles apply to patients in real-world
practice. This edition is updated with the most current guidelines and the latest research on nutrition. Written by noted educators
Michele Grodner, Sylvia Escott-Stump, and Suzie Dorner, this leading nutrition text promotes healthy diets and shows how
nutrition may be used in treating and controlling diseases and disorders. Applying Content Knowledge and Critical Thinking:
Clinical Applications case studies help you apply nutrition principles to real-world practice situations. Personal Perspective box in
each chapter offers a firsthand account of the ways in which nutrition affects patients’ lives, demonstrating the personal touch for
which this book is known. Teaching Tool boxes include strategies for providing nutrition counseling to patients. The Nursing
Approach boxes analyze a realistic nutritional case study according to the nursing process. Social Issue boxes show how ethical,
social, and community concerns can influence health and wellness. Health Debate boxes address the nurse’s response to
differing opinions or controversies about food, nutrition, and health concerns. Cultural Considerations boxes show how to
understand and respect the food and health customs of specific ethnic groups. Key terms and a glossary make it easy to learn key
vocabulary and concepts. NEW! Nursing Approach sections include Next Generation NCLEX® terminology as well as singleepisode cases and questions, with answers on the Evolve website.
Highlighting the new aspects of MATLAB® 7.10 and expanding on many existing features, MATLAB® Primer, Eighth Edition
shows you how to solve problems in science, engineering, and mathematics. Now in its eighth edition, this popular primer
continues to offer a hands-on, step-by-step introduction to using the powerful tools of MATLAB. New to the Eighth Edition A new
chapter on object-oriented programming Discussion of the MATLAB File Exchange window, which provides direct access to over
10,000 submissions by MATLAB users Major changes to the MATLAB Editor, such as code folding and the integration of the Code
Analyzer (M-Lint) into the Editor Explanation of more powerful Help tools, such as quick help popups for functions via the Function
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Browser The new bsxfun function A synopsis of each of the MATLAB Top 500 most frequently used functions, operators, and
special characters The addition of several useful features, including sets, logical indexing, isequal, repmat, reshape, varargin, and
varargout The book takes you through a series of simple examples that become progressively more complex. Starting with the
core components of the MATLAB desktop, it demonstrates how to handle basic matrix operations and expressions in MATLAB.
The text then introduces commonly used functions and explains how to write your own functions, before covering advanced
features, such as object-oriented programming, calling other languages from MATLAB, and MATLAB graphics. It also presents an
in-depth look at the Symbolic Toolbox, which solves problems analytically rather than numerically.
Video Field Production and Editing concentrates on video techniques and technology appropriate for "small scale" single-camera
electronic field production (EFP) and electronic news gathering (ENG). This book offers the latest material on new digital field
recording and editing technologies and is written in a concise, non-technical, user-friendly format. Reorganized and updated
throughout, with new sections dedicated to HDV (High Definition Video) videotape recording formats, and tapeless digital
recording media including high capacity optical discs, solid-state memory cards, and computer hard drives, the book walks the
reader through the video production process from initial planning through final editing.
Community policing is a philosophy and organizational strategy that expands the traditional police mandate of fighting crime to
include forming partnerships with citizenry that endorse mutual support and participation. The first textbook of its kind, Community
Policing: A Contemporary Perspective delineates this progressive approach, combining the accrued wisdom and experience of its
established authors with the latest research based insights to help students apply what is on the page to the world beyond.
’Spotlight on Community Policing Practice’ sections feature real-life community policing programs in various cities, and problemsolving case studies cover special topics. The text has been revised throughout to include the most current developments in the
field such as how the current climate of suspicion associated with terrorism threats affects the trust so necessary for community
policing, and how the newest technologies can be harnessed to facilitate police interactions with citizens. Additionally, the book
now explores the fragmentation of authority and emphasizes the importance of partnerships among the numerous law
enforcement agencies, government agencies, and private social service agencies. * Each chapter contains learning objectives,
key terms, and discussion questions that encourage comprehension * Video and Internet links provide additional coverage of
topics discussed throughout the text. * Includes a 'Ten Principles of Community Policing' addendum
In this new and updated ultimate filmmaker’s guide, Louise Levison gives you easy-to-use steps for writing an investor-winning
business plan for a feature film, including: A comprehensive explanations for each of the eight sections of a plan Full financial
section with text and tables A sample business plan A companion website with additional information for various chapters and
detailed financial instructions ? advanced math not needed An explanation on how feature documentary, animated and largeformat films differ A guide to pitching to investors: who they are, what they want and what to tell them Words of advice: Filmmakers
share their experiences raising money from equity investors
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